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Abstract: This paper describes a model for teacher professional development as co-design for curriculum planning in which facilitators with design and pedagogical expertise iteratively work with groups of secondary school teachers, one school at a time, to plan whole terms of work, as a form of teacher professional development. It contains preliminary results from a design-based research study involving co-design with digital technologies teachers in two Australian secondary schools. It describes two phases of design involving workshops, strategies and instruments that work to facilitate effective co-design with teachers. Results from this pilot study suggest that the co-design for curriculum planning model leads to high quality teacher professional development for 21st century learning.
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Introduction

Teacher professional development (TPD)—elsewhere referred to as continuing professional development or formal professional learning—refers to the many different ways in which teachers are able to actively develop their skills throughout their professional life (Craft, 2002; M. M. Kennedy, 2016). Yet despite research that defines and characterises quality teacher professional development (e.g., Avalos, 2011; Borko, 2004; Wayne, Yoon, Zhu, Cronen, & Garet, 2008) there remains frequent occurrence within Australia of what Darling-Hammond and Richardson (2009) refer to as “the drive-by workshop model of the past” (p. 46) which is characterised by one-off workshops that: (a) are not tailored to teacher or school context; (b) do not maintain a relationship with teachers beyond the duration of the workshop; and (c) only superficially respect the experiences and knowledge that each teacher brings to the workshop. In contrast to such drive-by workshops are instances of professional development...
development that respect teacher autonomy, help teachers to develop relationships within their school, and support teachers to develop new, or enhance existing, competencies (Avalos, 2011; A. Kennedy, 2005; King, 2014; Roth, Assor, Kanat-Maymon, & Kaplan, 2007).

The need for quality teacher professional development has been amplified through changes occurring within the teaching profession. There is a significant push in Australia and worldwide for teachers to integrate skills for computational thinking—expressed as computational concepts, computational practices, and computational perspectives (Resnick et al., 2009)—across multiple curriculum areas and across all years of schooling (Grover & Pea, 2013; Lye & Koh, 2014; Wing, 2008). This forms one part of a worldwide movement towards developing students’ 21st century skills (Dede, 2010; Trilling & Fadel, 2009; Zhao, 2010), representing a shift from teachers focusing solely on foundational knowledge towards teachers focusing on humanistic and meta-cognitive development (Kereluik, Mishra, Fahnoe, & Terry, 2013).

This paper investigates these needs by proposing, developing, and testing a model for teacher professional development that is known as co-design for curriculum planning (Kelly, Dawes, Wright, Kerr, & Robertson, 2018). In this model a team of external facilitators with knowledge of pedagogy, design, and curriculum content work in partnership with teachers in schools to realise high-quality teacher professional development through the process of jointly designing curriculum plans for an entire term of student work. Facilitators use a design thinking framework to challenge existing pedagogical practices. Teachers’ strong contextual knowledge of school practices, student needs, and school policies determine the goals of the curriculum planning. The word co-design refers to a form of participatory design in which the process of design is a partnership between a designer (or design team) and the user(s) of a design (Lee, 2008); and has previously been used as a model to guide partnerships with teachers (Koh, Chai, & Lim, 2017; Roschelle & Penuel, 2006).

This paper describes the development of co-design for curriculum planning (CDCP) at a secondary school level as a design-based research study (Barab & Squire, 2004; Collins, Joseph, & Bielaczyc, 2004) in which the research team iteratively developed a model for using CDCP as a form of professional development. It follows a recent study by Koh et al. (2017) in Singapore at a primary school level, in which researchers co-designed the curriculum with teachers to promote 21st century learning. The contribution of this study consists of four parts, following Reeves (2006): (1) framing the problem that the design is trying to address and the desired outcomes; (2) describing the theoretical basis for proposing a design solution; (3) iterative testing of the design in the real world through the participation of stakeholders; and (4) the tangible outcomes from the research in terms of a description of the design artefacts produced (i.e., the model of professional development for teachers), the transferable design principles for designers considering similar problems, and the evidence supporting further design.

The Problem And Theoretical Background

Theorising Teacher Professional Development

Teachers need to continue to develop their professional capabilities in response to frequent shifts in school, policy, social, and technological contexts. A shift in any one of these contexts can lead to changes in professional expectations, something that occurs frequently for Australian teachers due to shifts in educational policy (Mayer, 2014). TPD is regarded as a way in which schools, school systems, and teachers themselves can actively
respond to changes in their profession. Beyond this instrumental need, TPD also serves to facilitate personal growth and to cultivate increased professional satisfaction (Avalos, 2011).

An international survey by Villegas-Reimers (2003) articulated an emerging paradigm within the research into TPD that supports models that are: constructivist in treating teachers as active and reflective learners (rather than transmissionist in treating teachers as passive recipients of knowledge); sustained and strategic with a progression of learning (rather than the one-off presentations mentioned in the introduction); contextual to the teachers’ needs (rather than formulaic, e.g., something that is ‘rolled out’ across an entire jurisdiction); a collaborative (rather than individual) activity; and a part of the cultural formation of a school (rather than simply relating to ‘upskilling’ in specific domains). Yet despite the articulation of this paradigm and the presence of many competing models for professional development, the practice of TPD and the allocation of resources remains a contested area in which politics, economics, and entrenched ways of doing things all influence the adoption of new approaches. In particular, the need for teacher collaboration was recognised in a recent national review of policy, where:

Active collaboration—such as peer observation and feedback, coaching, mentoring, team teaching and joint research projects—allows teachers to learn from each other and typically has a positive impact on students. In contrast, collaboration that concentrates on simply sharing resources, planning activities or administrative issues has little or no positive effect on student achievement. (Gonski et al., 2018, p. 59).

These understandings of what makes for quality teacher professional development, whilst not new (e.g., Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995; Le Cornu & Peters, 2009), still resist widespread implementation.

Co-design for Curriculum Planning as Professional Development

The drive-by workshops described in the introduction characteristically make a separation between teachers having time for work and then being taken out of work to have time for development. Other approaches such as mentorship (Feiman-Nemser, 1996; Huling & Resta, 2001) and coaching (Kraft, Blazar, & Hogan, 2018) bring professional development into existing teaching activities, ensuring that the learning that occurs for the teacher is authentic to their specific context.

Co-design for curriculum planning belongs to this family of professional development that occurs in situ. Curriculum planning is a necessary task carried out by teachers during their preparation for teaching—the task of taking an official curriculum document and knowledge of learners’ needs and using them to synthesise a plan for classroom implementation (Deng, 2018; Snyder, Bolin, & Zumwalt, 1992). Shawer (2017) summarises this process as curriculum development at the classroom level in which:

[Teachers] first assess student needs and decide on the curriculum elements in light of needs assessment. They adapt and supplement the official curriculum’s learning outcomes. Instead of following coursebooks, they decide on their teaching topics (syllabus), supply and write their material (content), and use their teaching methods and techniques (activities). (p. 298)

The demands of 21st century learning dictate that many teachers need to alter their pedagogical practices (Koh, Chai, Wong, & Hong, 2015; Trilling & Fadel, 2009). In practice, this “invariably involves the engagement of students in collaborative work and real-world problem solving” to develop learners’ metacognitive and humanistic skills (Koh et al., 2017, p. 173). We follow Koh et al. (2017) in suggesting that it is through co-design during
curriculum planning that teachers can innovate their practices to include this kind of collaborative, real-world problem solving, resulting in benefits for learners (in terms of 21st century skills) at the same time that teachers develop their technological and pedagogical content knowledge.

Context for the Present Study: A New Digital Technologies Curriculum

This paper describes teacher professional development needs in the context of a new subject implemented across Australia in 2019 called Digital Technologies (Digitech). The subject is being introduced as a part of a new Australian National Curriculum (ACARA 2015) and it will be implemented from years K-8 (where, in the Australian system, years 7 and upwards constitute secondary school), with schools having the option to implement it also for years 9-10. Like other countries internationally, this subject has been introduced to ensure that Australian students develop 21st century skills throughout K-12.

The new Digitech subject has created an almost ‘perfect storm’ of professional development needs for teachers in that prior to its implementation they are required to: (1) develop a curriculum plan for a new subject; (2) ensure in their curriculum planning that they can differentiate learning for students who are likely to have widely differing levels of prior knowledge, given that the subject has not previously been mandated at any level within the school system (e.g., students in the first year of one secondary school may never have encountered the subject, and in another school may have been exposed to four years of study); (3) make technology a focus of learning, requiring many teachers to learn unfamiliar technologies (i.e., certain digital systems and digital representations); (4) implement project-based learning with a pedagogical focus upon the creation of digital solutions (which for many teachers may involve developing new pedagogical approaches to their teaching); and (5) integrate Digitech with other learning areas, something implied by the suggested time allocation for the subject, the design of the curriculum and the official examples provided.

Digitech calls for forms of project-based learning in which students produce digital solutions—digital artefacts that address a problem, or analogue prototypes to represent those artefacts—such as websites, databases, apps and functioning computer programs. The skills that students are required to develop in Digitech are summarised by ten key concepts of: abstraction, digital systems, data representation, data collection, data interpretation, specification, algorithms, implementation, interactions, and impact. These concepts necessitate that teachers have a basic knowledge of computer programming (i.e., algorithms and abstraction), data structures (i.e., data representation and databases) and how to teach them.

Types of Knowledge Needed by Teachers for Digitech

The construct of technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) is useful for discussing different types of teacher knowledge and their integration (Koehler & Mishra, 2009). Teachers require content knowledge of what the curriculum contains, pedagogical knowledge to know how to teach it, and technological knowledge to use the technologies that fit the curriculum along with the learning objectives. Most critically, they need to know how

---

3 https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/, accessed 26th April, 2018
4 https://aca.edu.au/#home-unpack
to integrate these three types of knowledge. This is particularly true in the context of modern technology that provides free access to reliable information and learning resources, whereby students can have different and even broader perspectives than their teachers (Sims, 2014). Fragmentation and dispersion of the classroom outside the school community requires that teachers adapt to this increasing diversity by recognising that individual students bring different experiences into the classroom. For many teachers, these demands require them to challenge their routine expertise and contextual perspectives and develop new capabilities that span technological, pedagogical and content knowledge (Koh et al., 2017; Koh et al., 2015).

The construct of technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) is useful for discussing different types of teacher knowledge and their integration (Koehler & Mishra, 2009). Teachers require content knowledge of what the curriculum contains, pedagogical knowledge to know how to teach it, and technological knowledge to use the technologies that fit the curriculum along with the learning objectives. Most critically, they need to know how to integrate these three types of knowledge.

The new Digitech curriculum makes demands of teachers in all three of these areas. Teachers require new technological knowledge in terms of programming and data structures—whilst a high level of expertise is not demanded, teachers at least need to know how to set up an environment in which students can learn these skills and how to troubleshoot technological problems. They also require the content knowledge to understand the ten key concepts in the curriculum and the achievement standards that the curriculum mandates. Due to the focus on digital solutions, teachers need to integrate their content and technological knowledge into their pedagogical knowledge of teaching using a project-based approach. We follow Savery (2015) in conceiving of project-based learning as occurring where:

"...learners are usually provided with specifications for a desired end product (build a rocket, design a website, etc.) and the learning process is more oriented to following correct procedures. While working on a project, learners are likely to encounter several “problems” that generate “teachable moments”... Teachers are more likely to be instructors and coaches (rather than tutors) who provide expert guidance, feedback and suggestions for “better” ways to achieve the final product. The teaching (modelling, scaffolding, questioning, etc.) is provided according to learner need and within the context of the project. (p. 16)

To achieve this, teachers need the ability to plan, implement and assess project-based learning. Moreover, given the continued importance of educational design for change, diversity and quality, alternative ways to transform how teachers (as learning or instructional designers) think about learning and teaching and the environments in which learners and teachers engage, are urgently needed (Sims, 2014). “In-service teachers are well poised to integrate the pedagogical practices envisioned under 21st century learning, but in reality, such practices are not widespread in schools” (Koh et al., 2015, p. 87). Additionally, as Conole (2013, p. 102) observes, “a key issue is that teachers do not know how to design, mainly adopting an implicit approach based around prior experiences and practices”, which reinforces the importance of making those who are responsible for educational design perform that practice effectively. Aligning with the aspirations of Sims (2014), the CDCP approach provides a framework of pedagogy, practice and resources where “design alchemists create environments in which all participants interact to achieve learning outcomes relevant to their own needs and context and which harness the power of the technology to support those interactions” (p. 24).
Design Thinking as a Framework for Teacher Professional Development

Design thinking is a “way of thinking that can potentially enhance the epistemological and ontological nature of schooling” (Razzouk & Shute, 2012, p. 243) and refers to design practices and competencies practised for and with non-professional designers (Johansson-Skölberg, Woodilla, & Çetinkaya, 2013). In response to Villegas-Reimers (2003) previously mentioned preferred model for TPD, design thinking as a framework satisfies the constructivist, sustained and strategic, contextual, collaborative and culture-forming objectives.

Design thinking can enhance problem-solving competency and context-adaptive teaching practice (Johnson, 2016); and, with refinement, assist educators to make epistemic leaps beyond routine expertise, resulting in learning framework outcomes which deliver a balance of efficiency and innovation (Schwartz, Bransford, & Sears, 2005). Teaching using design thinking is inherently context-adaptive in that it calls upon teachers to consider “students’ lives, heritage, languages, economic circumstance, cultural repertoires of practice, and the overall ecology from which students grow” (Johnson, 2016, p. 128), permitting teachers’ understanding of students’ sociocultural context to change the way that they teach. Findings from a design-led study conducted in regional and rural Queensland, Australia, suggest that educators valued context-adaptive pedagogical strategies and contact with design and research professionals for skill development. The same study showed a result of increased engagement during design for learning and increased reflection on teaching practices, theories and conceptions (Wright, Miller, Dawes, & Wrigley, 2018).

Design thinking is widely recognised as a means of developing 21st century capabilities (Koh et al., 2015; Noweski et al., 2012; Trilling & Fadel, 2012; Wright & Davis, 2014; Wright & Wrigley, 2019; Wright, Miller, Dawes, & Wrigley, 2018). Utilised in repetition it builds ‘creative confidence’ (Rauth, Köppen, Jobst, & Meinel, 2010) and progressively develops cognitive, interpersonal and intrapersonal skillsets (Wright & Wrigley, 2019). It focuses on diversity and encourages multimodal expressions and varied higher order thinking skills (Yelland, Cope, & Kalantzis, 2008).

In the present study we will refer to design-led pedagogy as a pedagogy that satisfies the definition of project-based learning and that additionally includes a focus on students’ developing the process, skills, and mindsets of design thinking (Goldman et al., 2012) to develop complex abductive reasoning, as well as inductive, problem-solving and analytical reasoning capabilities (Dorst, 2011). This means not simply engaging students through project-based activities, but also equipping them with a metacognitive understanding of human-centred, collaborative and experimental design activity “to support personalised, generic 21st century capabilities and life-long learning” (Wright & Wrigley, 2019, p. 5). In order to successfully enact this pedagogy, it is critical that teachers, as designers of learning technologies, are also equipped with the process, skills, and mindsets of design thinking (Koh et al., 2015).

Summary

The conceptual notions guiding this work are thus: (1) that teachers require professional development to develop their pedagogical practices for 21st century learning and to develop their technological and pedagogical content knowledge in the context of a new curriculum; (2) that co-design during curriculum planning offers a way to achieve these twin goals in a way that satisfies the needs of quality TPD (collaborative, sustained, contextual, collegial, respecting teacher autonomy and doing this through active, constructivist learning).
whilst ensuring that the teacher development leads to changes in learner experiences; and (3) that a design-thinking framework provides a strong foundation upon which to base the process of co-design, to ensure that teachers develop their skills, processes and mindsets for running the classroom as an effective place of 21st century learning.

**Goals Of The Design-Based Research**

The design problem that is being addressed through this design-based research thus has multiple dimensions that are interrelated. We formalise the design problem as four design goals, the first two of which are directly addressed in the present study:

1) There is a need for professional development for teachers, that fits with the understanding in the literature of high quality professional development;

2) This TPD needs to also fulfil the goal of helping teachers to develop TPACK for the new Digitech curriculum. This requires teachers to learn how to teach with certain technologies, how to teach using a project-based and design-led pedagogy, and how to integrate those things with the curriculum content.

3) The design needs to ensure that students meet the curriculum achievement standards, that learning must be engaging for the diverse range of students in any class, and must allow students to develop 21st century skills.

4) The design needs also to be a valid option for policy makers and represent an improvement upon existing forms of professional development. This requires that the approach be efficient (in terms of value for money and time), have measurable outcomes, and be scalable on a large scale—including specifically that it works equally well for regional and rural and metropolitan teachers.

These four design goals form the long-term objective of this design-based research. This implementation of CDCP described in this paper addresses the first two of these goals and theorises the latter two.

**Methods: Iterating the Design**

Design-based research (DBR) is appropriate for developing new approaches within the domain of education given the combination of highly context-dependent implementation of interventions and the lack of opportunity for implementing controls (Barab & Squire, 2004; Collins, 1992). DBR is characterised by multiple iterations of designing and testing in the real world with the participation of stakeholders to find a solution to a significant problem. This section of the paper describes a year-long DBR study that was conducted in two phases, one corresponding to each school partnership, to move from a theoretical basis to an implemented and tested model.

**Research Participants and Nomenclature**

The research involved working with two schools, one in each phase of the study, referred to as School A and School B. Both schools were secondary public schools within Queensland, Australia. School A was a large metropolitan school (~2000 students) with an Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA) of ~1100. It should be noted that School A had been introduced to design thinking through a professional development
workshop in 2017. School B was small rural school (~500 students) with an ICSEA of ~900\textsuperscript{5}. Ethics approval for the study was obtained from both the university ethics committee and from the state government department responsible for schools.

The study refers to the teachers in each school as those teachers who were involved in teaching Digitech in years 9 and 10 (the two years of secondary school immediately prior to senior years in Australia) and who were also involved in the research project. It refers to the HoD as the head of department responsible for the Digitech subject area. To preserve anonymity, teachers and the deputy principal from School A will be referred to using names starting with the letter A (e.g., Angela, Arthur, etc.), and likewise School B with the letter B. The study refers to the co-design team as the team assembled by the researchers to implement the model of professional development through co-design. This team consisted of four academics and a research assistant, who between them held expertise in STEM education, design-based pedagogy for teachers, design thinking, the digital technologies curriculum content; and one of whom was a registered teacher.

Uses of the word “Design”

Some disambiguation is required given the three different uses of the word design in this research. Firstly, the methodology by which the model was developed was through design-based research (DBR), in that it was solving a real-world problem through the involvement of participants in multiple phases of design and testing; and where the object of design was a model of professional development that satisfied the aims of the study. Secondly, the proposed way of addressing this design problem was through a form of professional development that consists of co-design between the research team and the teachers. Thirdly, we refer to the curriculum planning that was achieved through the co-design process, which led to students addressing a term long design project (10 weeks) as a part of the Digitech studies. Fourthly, design-led pedagogy as a pedagogy that satisfies this definition of project-based learning and that additionally includes a focus on students developing the process, skills, and mindsets of design thinking.

Overview of the CDCP Model

In the CDCP model the research team moves from contact with a school (1), through to conversations with school leadership (2) and selection of teachers for participation (3). The criteria for involvement was schools that were offering Digitech in years 9 and 10 and that had not yet fully planned how they intended to teach the curriculum. The essence of the proposed model is contained in two workshops, the first of which is heavily structured and scaffolded for developing goals and creative ideas (4), and the second of which is focused on achieving a pragmatic outcome for structuring a term of work (5). Asynchronous collaboration between teachers and the research team (6) via email allows for continued work on the curriculum planning. This results in (7) a set of documents that constitute a draft plan for a term of work which are (8) revised through ongoing re-development as the teachers respond to the needs of the school and their students. Parts of these curriculum planning documents are (A) shared with other schools through future co-design (future applications of this model) and are (B) co-configured through ongoing relationships with the broader community of all Digitech teachers through a web portal.

\textsuperscript{5} Source: https://www.myschool.edu.au
Research Data and Study Design

The model was developed iteratively through two phases of design corresponding to co-design activities with each of the two schools, Figure 1. During Phase 1, the focus was upon moving from a theoretical understanding of how co-design can work as quality TPD through to a tested model. During Phase 2 the focus was upon iterating upon the outcomes from Phase 1 to improve the quality of CDCP and to test for whether the model works in an entirely online modality; this was important both for ensuring the model works for regional and rural schools and for testing that the model is scalable.

Semi-structured interviews with teachers from both schools were held before and after teaching with the co-designed unit. A limitation of the research design is that teachers were not interviewed prior to co-design activities. Artefacts from co-design activities were gathered following each workshop, and artefacts of student work from classes that implemented CDCP were collected at the end of term. These artefacts serve to demonstrate the outcomes of CDCP and close the loop, from initial workshops and teacher perceptions through to a completed term of student work and teacher perceptions looking back at CDCP.

Figure 1 shows the research study as two phases of design, including testing of workshop ideas, development of materials to support the workshops, and iterations for improvements. The two phases will be described in further detail to understand the development of the design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 17</td>
<td>Nov 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School A (Metro)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial Design Thinking Workshop (First)</strong>*</td>
<td><strong>Co-design Workshop 1 (Generating)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ Slides for Design Thinking Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design of CDCP Model Elements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collection Activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Interviews Pre-Interviews Post-Interviews Student Work School A School B School B School A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1 Data-collection, participants, co-design and model development over time**

**Phase 1: Developing the Model in Partnership with School A**

The first phase of design proceeded through a partnership with School A. Ideas for how to run a co-design workshop to develop ideas for curriculum planning were tested in an *initial workshop* which were subsequently formalised into a series of two workshops, one for *generating* the ideas for the term of work and for helping teachers to think outside of their normal curriculum design approach; and then a second for *refining* these ideas to produce a plan for something that would work in the classroom. These workshops were followed up with an asynchronous collaboration to produce a curriculum plan through OneNote and via email.
Initial Workshop

An initial two-hour workshop was conducted to serve as an initiation into the project for teachers, and to gauge general receptivity towards the co-design approach. Another school was involved as intended project participants, however due to limited research team resources and communication difficulties with school leadership in the second school, only School A proceeded. This initial experiential workshop introduced participants to a scaffolded design thinking process applicable to the classroom, facilitated by the research team using the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum’s model of the design process through: (1) defining problems; (2) getting ideas; (3) prototyping and making; and (4) testing and evaluating. It was designed to encourage experiential, collaborative, metacognitive and human-centred mindshifts through use of design thinking tools (Goldman et al., 2012). This involved approaching curriculum design from a student-centred perspective (i.e., as user-centred design) by using personas. Central to this workshop was an element of competitive collaboration, in which teachers from the two schools formed four combined teams, undertaking a defined rapid design challenge. This approach was taken to provoke playfulness and experimentation within participants and emphasise (through demonstration) how a design-led pedagogy can operate in contrast to traditional classroom formats.

The design thinking tool of personas (Cooper, 1999) was used in the workshop to encourage empathy and a non-traditional approach to curriculum design as a part of step (1), ‘understanding the problem’ (this is an example of participants commencing the design process before being given the design brief). In the workshop, teachers were asked to consider one of their disengaged students in Year 9 and were asked to select from 10 diverse cartoon illustrations of young people/students, Figure 2, to use as a basis for constructing a persona to represent that student; where a persona is an “archetypal character that is meant to represent a group of users in a role who share common goals, attitudes and behaviours when interacting with a particular product or service” (Cooper, 1999). Teachers were guided to select disengaged students so that this persona could, throughout the rest of the design process, serve as a reminder that they are designing for the engagement of all students in the class, even those who are typically more resistant to engagement. They then created a short profile for the student, outlining their interests and learning preferences, strengths and weaknesses. Teachers then shared these personas with other team members through an extended discussion about student needs and behaviours.

Figure 2 Examples of persona images used by teachers to represent students
In their groups, teachers went through the complete Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum design process in response to the problem statement of: How might we... engage this group of Year 9 students in front of us, through a fun and fascinating teaching plan that has students creating a digital solution? In stage (1), ‘understanding the problem’, facilitators led the teams through an exercise in thinking about the design brief by working together to use mind maps to represent their understanding of the design problem. In stage (2), ‘getting ideas’, ideating and brainstorming were used to develop a range of potential solutions that could then be considered. Facilitators instructed teams to produce 30 ideas in 10 minutes on post-it notes, with the added instruction that this should be composed of: 10 wild ideas, 10 daring ideas, and 10 practical ideas. This framework encouraged participants to generate ideas in a way that avoided fixation (by having no time for evaluation of ideas) and self-limitation (by making it perfectly okay to propose wild ideas), creating a safe atmosphere of ‘anything goes’.

Upon completion of the task, stage (3), ‘prototyping and making’, was commenced by facilitators removing the 10 practical ideas, forcing teams to explore, and perhaps combine, the ideas that they had deemed either ‘daring’ or ‘impossible’—this served as a cue for innovation, to help the teachers break out from their routine approaches to curriculum design. Teams were guided in reaching a consensus on an idea (or synthesis of ideas) that was their basis for creating a teaching plan, a ‘rapid prototype’ to respond to the design brief. Teams worked to develop and represent their ideas using a range of media provided by the facilitators: low-fidelity prototyping using everyday objects like cardboard, string and tape; post-it notes; and sketching and annotation on A1 sheets of paper. Stage (4), ‘testing and evaluating’ was carried out through participants presenting their ideas for feedback to other participants and facilitators using whatever means they could to convey their idea—this involved using their materials from stage (3) as props and combining them with elements of performance, role-play and presentation.

Throughout the design workshop the facilitators—composed of four design academics (each with over 3 years’ experience of working with teachers)—worked with teams, encouraging them to make reference to the personas that they had constructed, with questions such as, “how would [this student] experience this teaching plan that you are proposing?” This served as a reminder to the teachers that they needed to have the students’ engagement in the front of their mind whilst planning their teaching. The prototypes developed by participants were compiled by the research team and used as stimulus and resources for subsequent co-design sessions with schools.

Co-design Workshops

Two subsequent co-design workshops were scheduled with School A to move from the conceptual ideas in the initial workshop towards a fully-fledged curriculum plan that teachers could use to enact the Digitech curriculum for Year 9 in Term 1 of 2018. The first workshop was focused on further refining core approaches and themes for the unit of study. It was heavily scaffolded, with brainstorming exercises and the introduction of an experience/journey mapping exercise. An experience/journey map is a visual representation which illustrates a user’s flow within a product or service (Følstad & Kvale, 2018). In this case, teachers were asked to populate a student journey map template of the unit, Figure 3, to define key stages of learning and develop key milestones and experiences throughout the term for students.

In this exercise, teachers were encouraged to consider opportunities for learning and experiences outside the conventional classroom and a variety of different approaches to
learning. To provoke a more dynamic curriculum design, teachers were provided with a template that was built around the visual metaphor of a road trip, indicating that the students were ‘off on an adventure into the unknown’, Figure 3. Teachers used this template to generate engaging learning events and experiences that occurred on this ‘road trip’. Teachers also received flash cards that depicted the personas of the challenging/disengaged students from the initial pilot workshop, Figure 4, to reinforce this notion that teachers were designing their teaching plan for their students’ engagement—as opposed to, say, designing it to “cover” the curriculum (Munby & Russell, 1990).

Chart your students’ journey?

The second workshop involved a more pragmatic approach with a focus on school-specific aspects of refining the teaching plan. For this reason, the workshop was less structured, as teachers were now familiar with the iterative design process used by the research team. The content development shifted to a more granular level, including contextual considerations of school calendar, and timetabling—all within the conceptual structure developed from earlier workshops.
In this workshop the team used Digitech curriculum checklist flashcards, Figure 5, as a way of communicating content needs when designing the full term of study and to provide a means of ensuring that the developed teaching plan did still meet the mandated ‘achievement standards’ of the curriculum. This ensured the integration of digitech learning goals was maximised within curriculum design and teaching plans.

![Figure 5 Digitech flashcards](image)

Discussions with School A resulted in a decision to choose a digital delivery platform for the curriculum. A digital tool had clear rationale in that it could be used: (1) during planning, facilitating online collaboration between teachers and facilitators in designing the learning; (2) during teaching, allowing both teachers to easily make use of the materials; and (3) had an additional benefit, for both teachers and students, in that ‘the medium becomes the message’. The subject being digitech, it follows that digital literacy is tacitly extended and online workflow is normalised by having students access unit materials online. In this project, the Microsoft OneNote software was decided upon as the digital delivery platform, based upon jurisdiction licenses and software functionality. OneNote was thus used as the tool for communication of unit content, student collaboration, documentation of prototype work, and peer and teacher feedback on project iterations. Operating similar to a physical notebook, the program allows the compiling of digital notes and other digital content in an organised way. The program allows for the addition of images, drawings, web links, embedded audio, videos and diagrams, along with other content, and it saves this information in pages organised into sections within notebooks. Along with allowing distribution of material to other users over the Internet or a network, and updating of content through synchronisation, it allows groups of users to create their own collaborative spaces and to develop projects.

**Asynchronous Collaboration**

Following this second workshop, the research team continued to work with teachers asynchronously directly via OneNote and email. Aspects of the content, scheduling and delivery were iteratively refined, with the initial prototype OneNote package passed back and forth between facilitators and teachers to improve the content.
The developed teaching plan was enacted in Term 1 of 2018, where the new Digitech curriculum was used with five classes in School A. At this point, the co-design facilitators took on the role of providing ‘on demand’ support for teachers via OneNote and email. This support largely involved helping teachers to customise their Digitech curriculum notebooks as classes occurred, so they could directly adapt curriculum design to individual class needs, student interests, and learning progress. For instance, a teacher delivering more than one class altered the pace of delivery in different classes due to different abilities within student cohorts. Additional content was sourced during term, and incorporated into teaching plans, for classes struggling with aspects of the curriculum.

Curriculum Plan from Phase 1

Key features of the curriculum plan that was developed by teachers in School A through co-design with the researchers were:

1) A single major group project formed the focus of the term of work. For School A this was the design of a website around the provocation of “It’s not fair when…”, identifying situations in the students’ lives that they found unfair (e.g., one group selected the high cost of public transport in their city). This required students to develop HTML and CSS coding skills as well as related file, image, and text manipulation skills.

2) In addition to developing the website as a group, individual students had to maintain a physical reflective journal in which they sketched their ideas and responded to lessons as both their individual work and a way to develop their design thinking skills.

3) The project was organised into seven modules of two or three suggested lessons each, and this was mapped out to the school calendar. Lessons were a mix of fully fleshed out lessons (including aims, timing, resources, and workshops), technical lessons (including code, exercises, web links, and relationship to the project), and semi-structured lesson outlines (concepts and related resources without details). In practice, many teachers merged lessons and deviated from this schedule, but they liked to have the fully fleshed out plan as a reference.

Particular attention was paid to the initial lesson as a “hook” to get students engaged in the unit, featuring a video and a way of relating the term of work to the students’ lives. Lessons were all structured with the format of a typical lesson plan, and included a lesson overview, objectives, expected time frames for activities, resources needed for running the lesson, and then details of running each of the activities. Lesson plans all had a consistent format to give teachers an at-a-glance understanding of the preparation required before a lesson, and easy to find details when needed during a lesson.

Phase 2: Second Iteration with School B

In Phase 2, the model emerging from Phase 1 was formalised as two distinct workshops, one each for ideating and refining. The model was implemented and tested under different conditions with School B, a rural school that was located over 1,000kms away from the facilitators. A focus in Phase 2 was an aim for scalability, by removing the need for face-to-face interaction but without compromising the quality of the TPD.

Workshop 1 with School B occurred using the online video conferencing software Zoom and entailed using the persona design activity to promote a student-centred focus to curriculum design (Activity 1), followed by applying the Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design
Museum Design Process Model to create a prototype for the Digitech curriculum design (Activity 2), and then a journey/experience mapping exercise to further develop the prototype (Activity 3). All activities were scaffolded as before and allowed participants to both learn about the development of personas, the design thinking process and experience/journey mapping, at the same as applying these approaches to curriculum design in the context of their school. School B was sent workshop slides ahead of time in the event of issues with internet connections, as well as design templates for all activities to take place in the session. School teachers printed out these templates and brought along specified materials to the session (pens, scissors and paper for prototyping). Upon completing the activities, photos of all design artefacts were taken and sent to the research team in preparation for co-design Workshop 2.

As occurred in the prior iteration of the model, the focus of co-design Workshop 2 was refining the initial ideas developed in Workshop 1. This workshop was less structured and also occurred virtually. Regular references were made to both student personas (to ensure student-centredness) and Digitech flashcards (to ensure curriculum focus). Resources developed from the collaboration with School A were shared with teachers from School B. This assisted the design process, with School B teachers opting for a similar website design project, and use of OneNote as a digital delivery system—but with both of these employed to meet the (very different) needs of the school.

Curriculum Plan from Phase 2

The curriculum outcomes from Phase 2 were similar to those from Phase 1. However, teachers made very different design decisions to ensure relevance for their students. Perhaps due to the school’s rural location, the teachers developed a design brief where students were exploring the issue of rural tourism through a group project. Students developed a tourist-centred web site to promote their town, with each group emphasising aspects of the town that they were interested in. In developing this digital solution, students did much more than web design coding—they went through the steps of design thinking to find their own ‘angle’ to promote their town to potential tourists and digitally documented this aspect of the town to use in the site. This included field trips outside the school to explore possibilities for the tourism campaign. As with School A, as well as doing groupwork, individual students maintained a physical reflective journal in which they sketched their ideas and responded to lessons as both an individually assessable artefact and an authentic way to develop their design thinking skills.

Discussion

The outcomes from the study were: (1) documentation of the design for a model of professional development (the CDCP model); (2) the evidence regarding the design’s success in meeting the stated goals; and (3) transferable design principles from the design research.

Design Artefact: The CDCP Model

The CDCP model represents an approach that works within individual schools and that we believe has the potential to work at a system-wide level. We recognise that the evidence in this paper only provides preliminary evidence for the former claim, and requires
further research to support this latter claim. In CDCP, individual schools are engaged through phases of organisation, co-design, and ongoing support and sharing. Each of these phases has been fully documented through forms and processes (for the organisation phase); slides, videos and a toolkit of resources for workshops (for the co-design phase), and technologies and processes for sustaining contact and for sharing work from the project (in the ongoing support and sharing phase). The full toolkit and examples of related resources are shared through the project website6, while a closed community platform connects all teachers from the different schools that have taken part in CDCP.

At a system-wide level, the approach aims for scalability (e.g., across a jurisdiction) towards the development of an evidence-based culture of practice for design-led educational innovation so that it can have the added benefits of: (1) facilitating knowledge transfer between schools; (2) helping teachers to access the benefits of existing resources provided for them; and (3) catering for the diversity, differences and limited opportunities and resources in regional and rural Australian schools, as illustrated in Wright & Wrigley’s (2019, p.8) Design-led Education Program Framework. A key issue in scaling up the CDCP approach to cover, say, an entire jurisdiction, is that skilled personnel are required to facilitate programs. CDCP needs to be facilitated by a team that includes expertise and experience in secondary school teaching (generally), curriculum knowledge (specific to the curriculum being designed for), and design thinking facilitation for education. Teaching and curriculum knowledge are common skills within the teaching profession, and there are many design thinking facilitators and learning environment designers with at least ‘competent’ design expertise outside of the teaching profession (Wright & Wrigley, 2019). It seems feasible that any scaled up CDCP program could be staffed by a combination of these two groups, rather than relying upon continued university involvement.

Curriculum planning at the classroom level often occurs within silos—in staffrooms within a school. Through successive co-design interventions, we hypothesise that the CDCP approach works to facilitate meaningful collaboration across these silos, through workshop facilitators bringing ideas from past CDCP workshops into a present workshop, and even sharing resources where appropriate. In the present study, School B iterated upon the work of School A, demonstrating significant knowledge transfer. The suggestion is that CDCP may enable this kind of transfer to be scaled up to cover an entire jurisdiction, with facilitators (of workshops) also serving as a form of ‘knowledge broker’ (between schools). Further, we believe that this may be effective through online video facilitation at-a-distance, which is what makes scalability possible, without losing the benefits of real time (virtual) eye contact and presence.

Also, many existing initiatives that exist to support teachers are not used to their full potential, either through lack of knowledge on the part of teachers, or through the time commitment required from teachers for engagement. For example, online resource banks, comprehensive curriculum plans (e.g., Curriculum2Classroom7), and online communities for teachers are all well-funded but often lack teacher engagement and uptake (Kelly et al., 2015, Kelly, 2019). We hypothesise that the hands-on and goal-directed nature of the co-design approach, and the curriculum design outcomes which link to many of these, help to add significant value to these existing resources. Through the process of joint curriculum planning, the co-design team was able to not just inform teachers about these initiatives (saving them retrieval time), but also reduce the threshold for engagement so that they could use these resources purposefully in their work in a way suited to their school context.

---

6 https://www.codesignforcurriculumplanning.org
7 http://education.qld.gov.au/c2c/index.html, accessed 26th April, 2018
Finally, we hypothesise that the participatory nature of the co-design process—with teachers as joint designers equipped to focus on the specific needs of their students—makes it a powerful way of valuing the differences between schools, such as those between metropolitan and regional/remote rural schools (Halsey, 2018; Reid et al., 2010). By adopting a design-led pedagogy, teachers allow students to bring their own personalised experiences and diverse attributes into the classroom. We hypothesise that this represents a positive shift for regional and rural schools, where difference comes to be a strength that teachers (and students) can draw upon, as observed in the work with School B who made rural tourism the focus of the students’ projects.

Evidence for Meeting Design Goals

Returning to the initial design goals guiding the present study, teacher professional development in response to a new curriculum needs to satisfy the goals of being high quality teacher professional development and of developing teachers’ TPACK for Digitech. In this section, selected quotes from interviews are used as prima facie evidence for the way that the CDCP approach has satisfied these goals. The additional design goals of creating student-centred engaging curriculum, and ensuring that CDCP is a genuine policy option, are discussed with reference to the study.

Evidence of High Quality TPD

Our approach, through using the process and tools of design thinking (e.g., brainstorming, mapping, rapid prototyping and peer evaluation), reframed teachers’ engagement with curriculum planning. The deputy principal recognised that, beyond changing things for teachers in the immediate group, it was an opportunity to change the culture of the whole school community.

“Not only can we think about that approach that we’ve taken—in terms of brainstorming the project discussion and then also presenting and doing a rapid pitch—all of those things can happen in a faculty meeting now. It's about affording teachers the time to be able to do that.” (Albert, Deputy principal)

Teachers valued the authenticity of the CDCP approach, recognising teacher feedback on the genuine professional challenges within the new curriculum. The professional development occurs in the process of supporting teachers to respond to these challenges. In this way they came to respect the process, rather than feeling as though it was a drain upon their time.

“So initially teachers were perhaps slightly hesitant, but then as we worked with [the university] through the workshops and had meetings and shared resources and saw the wonderful work that was happening, then teachers really bought into it because they could see the direction it was going in.” (Amy, HoD)

The fact that the TPD seemed to have a lasting impact upon the school culture, points to its effects as a sustained, high quality TPD. Other teachers expressed similar sentiments, recognising the generalisability of what was learned—these were ideas that teachers had from their involvement in the project that were not prompted by the researchers and were outside the scope of this project:

“I think several of the things that we’ve done that help support the design thinking process are definitely applicable to other subjects.” (Bryan, Teacher)

And:
“We have, now we've built confidence and renewed enthusiasm, grand ideas for our next unit for next term, which does involve working collaboratively and students doing research across different departments, different faculties for their project or the project that we want to renew, and part of that OneNote would form a really vital part of that for receiving - conducting surveys and receiving information and collaborating with other teachers and students.” (Arnold, Teacher)

Evidence suggests that the approach worked to help each teacher involved realise their proximal zone of development with relation to the Digitech curriculum. The HoD of School A recognised that each class had students at very different levels, but that the design-led approach allowed teachers to make sure that the project could be adapted to the needs of each class.

“We're catering for a very diverse range of students. We are an international school so we also have a lot of students for whom English is a second language and that can sometimes be a barrier. So there were all these, you'd say fairly complex factors involved, and so therefore it was really important to have an entry point where everyone was on the same page. The expectations were the same but everyone could understand but also be creative and collaborate--that's what the program allowed.” (Amy, HoD)

Additionally, she appreciated the benefits of partnering with academics through the CDCP approach.

“By working with [the university] we were able to basically build the capacity of staff to work within the digital technologies context and to get a deeper and richer understanding of the Australian Curriculum. It certainly has achieved beyond our expectations and has really developed the capacity of teachers to work not just from a design context but with the technical elements of digital technologies and to be prepared and ready for that every day when they walk into the classroom.” (Amy, HoD)

An unexpected outcome from the work was that a number of teachers with no previous experience using OneNote, remarked that they had found it a useful tool for collaborating both in and out of the classroom. Involvement in the CDCP had given them an authentic problem which motivated them to learn this technology in order to work with their colleagues:

“[The OneNote collaboration space] was really useful for me when it came to giving them that collaborative mark to see who was giving the most input and just generally reflecting in class [...]Like this is your role and delegating and just going this is what you're responsible for, I need this done by this time, setting deadlines, delegating. They learned those skills pretty quickly [laughs].” (Arthur, Teacher)

One teacher described his appreciation of the resources within the curriculum planning documents which improved his confidence in his own problem-solving abilities.

“I think that would probably be the greatest asset of this whole process is my much greater capacity to problem solve. I didn't have to - if someone asked me a question, I'd be like I've got no clue. I'll go home after school and I'll try and figure it out. But I've got no clue really where to look. Whereas this one we at least - when they had a question I'm like okay, here is three places we can go to
Towards Evidence of Student-Centred, Engaged Curriculum

The CDCP model was developed with a goal of ensuring that teachers enact the Digitech curriculum in a way that is student-centred and engaged. The co-design facilitators supported this through the format of the design workshops, such as through the development of personas (that teachers could use to remember the needs of the students) and through a focus upon real-world problem solving. This was recognised by a school leader in the project, the deputy principal of School A, who noted that an outcome of the project was that:

“For us, it’s transformed our digital technologies curriculum to a real-world curriculum...students really get or understand something better when they realise they can use it in real life, and they find it more interesting and engaging.”

(Albert, Deputy principal)

A limitation of the study is that no data were gathered on outcomes in terms of student engagement, perceptions, or learning outcomes. Teachers did comment on their perception that changes to their way of teaching, inspired by the project, was of significant benefit to students. However, further research is required to gather evidence to substantiate these claims.

Towards Evidence of Scalability and Efficiency

Policymakers require that there is an evidence basis to support the impact of an intervention, that it can be costing in terms of per-unit value, and that it is able to reach an appropriate scale. Further research is required to understand CDCP in terms of cost per school or per teacher, and for a more robust understanding of the impact upon teachers and, ultimately, students. For example, quantitative measures of teachers’ self-efficacy and classroom activities (self-reported) both before and after the intervention would allow for some understanding of the impact of CDCP within a school. In establishing the value of the approach, it is relevant that it multiplies the value of existing spending through enabling re-use of knowledge between schools and by helping teachers to access and maximise the benefit of existing government initiatives. In relation to the present study, it is relevant that the federal government has spent significant funds creating online resources and physical workshops for the new curriculum. The CDCP team could direct teachers to these resources, increasing their value. We believe that CDCP is most useful when there is any new curriculum that teachers need to prepare for, because it is when teachers are most motivated to embrace a new way of approaching curriculum planning, as well as when there are typically government resources being made available.

Co-design inherently requires human-human connection, however due to connected technologies it was possible to run workshops entirely online, as demonstrated with School B. In this way, the approach becomes theoretically scalable in terms of distance. Online teacher professional development is common and widely successful (Dede, Jass Ketelhut, Whitehouse, Breit, & McCloskey, 2009; Hill, Beisiegel, & Jacob, 2013); however, a serious shortcoming of alternative approaches that do scale (e.g., resources websites, online videos, and online communities) is that they do not recognise the difference between schools and school contexts (Luft & Hewson, 2014).
Transferable Design Principles

The CDCP approach focused upon professional development for Australian teachers in response to a new Digitech curriculum. However, it is possible that the idea of co-design for curriculum planning—as a form of TPD—is generalisable to other new curricula and to other countries. Further research is required to determine if this is the case, but the documentation of the design process in this paper serves to assist such work.

This structure of detailed lessons (with an outline of activities), within modules (as logical and ordered clustering of lessons and resources) within units (as a logical and ordered clustering of modules) could be described as a reusable design pattern (Goodyear, 2005). Even when new teachers joined the unit of study partway through the term (as happened with one teacher in School A), the feedback was that they intuitively understood the learning design as it was presented in this way. This suggests that the model may be useful for heads of department in situations where staffing from year to year is unpredictable, as it is in many schools. It presents a transferable model for lessons that are well explained, without being prescriptive and provides a replicable process and effective tools that teachers can model independently for the benefit of future curriculum design in their schools.

Conclusions

This paper has described the development of co-design for curriculum planning as a design-based research study. It has articulated the nature of the problem, where teachers facing a new curriculum require professional development; and the specific Australian situation in which teachers require TPD in response to the new ACARA Digitech curriculum.

It has presented the theoretical basis for proposing co-design for curriculum planning as a form of high quality teacher PD in the sense that it is: contextual (teachers in each school set their own goals); sustained (through an ongoing relationship); respectful (of teacher autonomy) yet collaborative (involving teachers from disparate subject areas for added stimulus); and functions through active learning (in which teachers are guiding the design process).

It has described the process by which a design solution for implementing CDCP was developed through two phases of participant involvement and has presented preliminary evidence to support the CDCP approach. At the time of writing we are commencing work with a third secondary school, aiming to experiment with using the CDCP approach across the middle years of schooling and with a wider range of subjects. School A has continued to use the design thinking framework that was introduced through this project, even after the research project was completed. Further research is required to determine the impacts of the approach upon student learning, and whether the model can be scaled up as a viable policy option whenever new curricula are introduced.
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